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ABSTRACT
Smartwatches are gaining popularity on market with a set of features comparable to smartphones in a wearable device. This novice
technology brings new interaction paradigms and challenges for
blind users, who have difficulties dealing with touchscreens. Among
a variety of tasks that must be studied, text entry is analyzed, considering that current existing solutions may be unsatisfactory (as
voice input) or even unfeasible (as working with tiny QWERTY
keyboards) for a blind user. More specifically, this paper presents a
study on possible solutions for composing a Braille cell on smartwatches. Five prototypes were developed and different feedback
features were proposed. These are confronted with seven specialists
on an evaluation study that results in a qualitative analysis of which
strategies can be more useful for blind users in a Braille text entry.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Wearable devices, specially smartwatches and smartbands, are starting to take consumers daily routine in the last years. These devices
can be used as an extension of a smartphone or even as a standalone
platform for many applications. They come with benefits of being
constantly carried by their users, attached to their body, enabling
easy and immediate interaction [33].
Their small screen has been the cause for proposing new layouts,
in order to provide a better experience on tasks such as text entry.
Currently many smartwatches rely only on voice recognition as
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input method or even on small QWERTY keyboards, with strong
word-model and auto completion.
If such a device is challenging for overall users, it can be even
more complicated for blind and visually impaired people. Voice
input is an alternative, but it comes with its issues of bad recognition
and lack of privacy [23, 29]. The current solution for QWERTY
keyboards can even be adapted to the use of screen readers, such
as TalkBack and VoiceOver, but on a screen size so small it would
be harder for blind people to use them on smartwatches.
A new solution would be to work on a method that provides
Braille text entry for smartwatches. Braille is a system based on cells
of up to six or eight dots per character, distributed over two columns.
It is used by low vision and blind people, specially for reading
information on paper, and has been adopted around the world not
only for literacy, but for daily information such as public signs,
medicine in drug stores, etc. Even with the arrival of technologies
that improve accessibility to use them on smartphones, Braille
education stills holds its importance for blind people autonomy [8].
As it will be discussed in the related work, some studies took steps
in this direction, but none of them clearly solves the issues.
From the understanding that different solutions must be provided
for different kinds of users [20], we here describe the development
of a method for text entry on smartwatches focused on blind people
who are literate in Braille. First, we propose five different prototypes
for braille cell composition, using different approaches inspired on
literacy. After, we aim to narrow down these methods through an
evaluation study and gather opinions on our ideas and features. Up
to our knowledge, this is the first project aiming specifically at this
kind of device for Braille text entry.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: next section
describes our review on literacy, followed by our method presentation. Prototypes and evaluation protocol are highlighted. Then
comes the evaluation section with results, just before our discussion
session. Finally, future work and conclusion encloses the paper.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Text entry on smartwatches
Text entry on smartwatches had been addressed by many authors
as an open problem, specially due to small screen sizes. It is covered
on a systematic review of the literature [15].
A strategy that had been often adopted is to propose new layouts
to fit bigger buttons on screen, separating character selection into
two stages, where the first one reduces the amount of elements on
screen, to guarantee a precise click on the second one. This was
introduced in ZoomBoard [22], an interactive zooming keyboard,
and similar concepts appear on SplitBoard [11], SwipeBoard [5]
VirtualSlidingQWERTY [4], DriftBoard [25] and UniWatch [24].
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Other researches analyze different ways of interpreting a click
action, for providing more than one value to a single button on
screen. ForceBoard [12] and DualKey [10] are examples. On screen
gestural input is also theme for studies such as Invisiboard [18] and
the work by Nascimento et al [19]. COMPASS [34] is a particular
proposal of circular keyboard, using a rotational bezel.
Finally, more recent studies try to solve the problem by providing
statistical word models, without causing modifications on QWERTY
layout. Examples of work with this strategy are WatchWriter [9],
Velocitap [32] and the method analyzed in Turner et al [30]. These
works seem to inspire current industry adopted methods, such as
Google’s WearOS default QWERTY keyboard, which relies heavily
on tracing gestures for word composition and predictions.

2.2

Braille text entry on touchscreen devices

Blind people interaction with touchscreen devices had been addressed by a variety of studies, focusing on many types of tasks,
such as the work by Kane [14] on analyzing gestures onscreen. Text
entry, is one that received particular attention, especially by those
who stand that Braille make more sense for those literate on this
system. The most important works from 2011 to 2015 about Braille
text entry for smartphones are presented through a systematic
review [26]. In addition we highlight a couple more recent articles.
BrailleType [21] presents three points on each side of screen:
for each touch, a corresponding number of the Braille alphabet
is read; in the center, the letter is confirmed and displayed. The
BrailleTouch [28] accepted simultaneously six fingers on the screen.
EdgeBraille [17] presents three points on each side, activated or disabled by finger gestures. The Perkinput [3] presents two approaches,
with one or two smartphones, where text is typed using one hand in
each device. On TypeInBraille [16], dots are composed two-by-two,
sequentially. One finger selects the left or right dot, two fingers
select both and three fingers don’t select any dots. BrailleÉcran [27]
has a tactile 3D printed film, which overlays the smartphone for
braille text entry. SingleTapBraille [2] eliminates the need for finding specific locations on screen, allowing information to be entered,
using a single finger. Some of these solutions inspire existing Braille
keyboards for Android (SwiftBraille [1], SoftBrailleKeyboard[6])
and iOS (accessibility toolkit onscreen braille keyboard).

2.3

Figure 1: Prototypes. a) Confirmation screen for Touch,
Swipe and Connect methods. b) Line two composition for
Serial method. c) Column two composition for Perkins.

Smartwatches and Text Entry for the Blind

Smartwatches have been used in several studies regarding assistance to blind people, but most of these target in and outdoor
displacement, sometimes using extra sensors. Text entry is less
frequently debated, and Braille text entry is particularly more rare.
TacktBack [7] is as a vibration system to output braille cells for
deaf-blind users. A sequence of up to three vibrations is emitted
by a smartphone, paired with a smartwatch responsible for the
other three vibrations. The method although, does not perform
text input. In BrailleEasy [35], a single-handed braille keyboard
for smartphones is introduced, and authors affirm that smartwatch
input would work, but no study for such is made, which is needed
for small screens considering that it requires three-fingers tap.
It is worth mention the work of Dot Inc. [13] on creation of
Dot, a smartwatch effectively planned for blind users. Instead of a
touchscreen, it provides a watch face with four eletromechanically
controlled Braille cells. The watch can be paired with smartphones
to receive notifications, translating to the braille cells. The product
is interesting, but it still does not provide a method for text input.

3

METHOD

In order to develop a text-entry method that can be useful for
blind people in such a particular and novice environment as smartwatches, we access both our previous experience on Braille input
for touchscreen devices and other researches publications. Based
on related work, a set of different prototypes was implemented,
strategies that must be evaluated by specialists in our study.
Instead of targeting all possible tasks related to text-entry, such
as character navigation, erasing, number insertion and even using
word-models for improving speed and accuracy of typing, we consider necessary to evaluate the most essential task in our context,
which is to compose the Braille cell, thus choosing among the six
dots that constitute a letter for character input. We also look into
specific features that can improve how user interacts with device
during this task, described in the extra features section.
The following are the variables in our user study, whose protocol
is described in a separate subsection.

3.1

Proposed Prototypes

Every prototype provides a different method for composing the
Braille cell. Upon confirmation of the dots selection, smartwatch
speaker announces the chosen character and dots are reset to original state. Confirming a cell where all dots are deactivated inserts a
white space. The generic layout can be seen in Figure 1.a.
Touch: The most basic interaction method proposed is based on
BrailleType [21] and BrailleÉcran [27]. This works with the hypothesis that a watch small screen size could allow easy memorization
of buttons position, especially after practicing. One tap on dot or its
surrounding area toggles its activation. Confirmation of the desired
Braille cell is performed by a double tap on the middle of the screen,
mimicking the rationale of TalkBack and VoiceOver confirmation.
Swipe: This method attempts to minimize the need for targetprecise clicks, using only directional gestures. The idea comes from
previous work reporting that, for touchscreen devices, blind users
would prefer gestures than buttons [14]. It is expected that by
identifying corners user will have sense of necessary paths to swipe.
User swipes in one of six directions to activate or deactivate a dot:
(1) Bottom-right to top-left corner;
(2) Middle-right to middle-left corner;
(3) Top-right to bottom-left corner;
(4) Bottom-left to top-right corner;
(5) Middle-left to middle-right corner and
(6) Top-left to bottom-right corner.
Confirmation of Braille cell is a double tap anywhere on screen.

Braille Text Entry on Smartwatches
Connect: This method is similar to Touch, but allows connecting
dots to compose the braille cell (similar to patterns for unlocking
smartphones). This interaction design is inspired by IPPITSU [31]
and applications like SwiftBraille [1], already used in smartphones.
User swipes on screen, passing through the desired dots area sequentially. Confirmation on Braille cell is performed by a short
timeout (1.2 seconds), after finger releases screen. This allows user
to perform a click to activate dots leaved off path, as long as it happens before the timeout finishes. If such a click occurs, the timeout
is reset, meaning that one can compose the cell using only taps
instead of tracing the path, if performed on time. Double tap here is
not necessary for confirmation, except for entering a white space.
Serial: Based on TypeInBraille [16], with some modifications
as the cited work uses three fingers input at same time in some
situations, which is not feasible on Google’s WearOS and Apple’s
WatchOS (this gesture is system reserved). It uses line-by-line composition of the Braille cell, thus user must deal with two dots per
interaction. A line can be filled in three different ways:
(1) Pressing one finger at the right or left portion of screen
activates its respective dot;
(2) Pressing two fingers anywhere on screen activates two dots;
(3) Swiping up gesture skips current line, leaving dots off.
After any of these actions, a cursor moves to next line automatically,
expecting the composition of the next two dots. Once the three
lines are completed, character is immediately confirmed and the
next letter composition begins. Figure 1.b shows this prototype.
Perkins: Last prototype works in a similar way to Serial, but
with column-by-column insertion, accessing possible user Perkins
machine abilities. User can fill a column in four different ways:
(1) Pressing one finger at the top, middle or bottom portion of
screen activates its respective dot;
(2) Pressing two fingers at the top portion of screen activates two
top-most dots. Two fingers at the bottom portion of screen
activates two bottom-most dots. Two fingers separated, on
top and bottom, activates top-most and bottom-most dot;
(3) Swiping down gesture activates all three dots;
(4) Swiping up gesture skips column, leaving dots deactivated.
After any of these actions, cursor moves to next column automatically, expecting the composition of next three dots. If both columns
are completed, character is immediately confirmed and the next
letter can begin. Figure 1.c shows this prototype.

3.2

Extra Interaction Features

To complement most of the proposed interactions, some features
can be used, based either on previous work or empirical evaluation.
Above follows this features that could be chosen via a settings page.
Vibration patterns per dot: when activating or deactivating
a dot, system already uses a soft vibration on device to work as
feedback of performed action. We here extend this giving semantics
the vibration, making each dot activation to cause the smartwatch
to vibrate in a pattern related to the number of the activated dot.
Those are 50ms duration vibrations, with 30ms interval.
Dot dual tone feedback: each dot can emit an audio feedback
when activated, to help user have a better notion of what is being
composed before character conclusion. We assume that speaking
out loud dot number would be time consuming and confusing when
dealing with numeric text-entry, thus opted for using a tone generator to emit sound for 100ms. Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency was
adopted as an industry standard, already present during number
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typing in many keypads such as cellphones and door locking terminals. This can be easily implemented in many devices;
Screen rotation: In early stages of development it was noticed
user could prefer to work with a rotated screen. This would be
useful in contexts such as sitting in front a table, using it as a
support. It was implemented as an anticlockwise 90º rotation.

3.3

Study Protocol

To understand how the proposed methods and features affects
users experience and which of them should potentially guide our
following studies, an interview protocol was elaborated.
Initially, basic demographic and experience related information
is gathered. Follows exposition on project idea, then a minute to interact with the smartwatch using its screen reader. The user is then
presented to the six dots on screen, an introductory screen made
for speaking out loud each dot that is clicked, allowing participant
to get familiar with screen shape and dots disposal.
To evaluate the vibration patterns, dot speaking feedback is
disabled and the six buttons are pressed by the researcher in a
randomized order. User is then asked which number was pressed
according to the vibration and if this feedback can be considered
useful for awareness of the clicked button.
For evaluating dual tone audio feedback and screen rotation,
user is asked to compose two braille code letters: "s" and "z", with
and without these extra features, one at a time. This letters where
chosen due to its distribution of points, as presented on Figure
2. After each attempt, user answers, in a 5-level Likert scale from
Completely Useless (1) to Very Useful (5) regarding the contribution
of the feature for the Braille cell composition.
Follows the evaluation of the five prototypes. Due to its familiarity with the logic presented during the extra features evaluation,
Touch prototype is always the first to be tested. The following prototypes order is randomized. For each of them, user is introduced to
the interaction details and is free to compose up to three letters to
validate if the explanation was clear. Then he or she is challenged
to compose the following sentence: "Olá, tudo bem?". The phrase
Braille code, shown on Figure 2 is the Brazilian Portuguese equivalent to "Hello, how are you?". It is used as a familiar expression that
also requires capital letter, punctuation and spaces. As this study is
not concerned with error rates or entry speed, we allow users to
correct any mistakes made and even let them give up in case the
process gets too frustrating. Our main concern is to expose different
ways for composing the Braille cell. Completed this sentence, user
must rate the method on a 5-level Likert score from (1) Too bad to
(5) Very Good. He or she is then asked if it was clear which dot was
being activated, if any difficulties where faced and if any positive
highlights on the method could be presented.
To conclude study, after all prototypes are evaluated, volunteers
are asked to rank them by preference, and then provide any suggestions regarding improvements on current methods. It is also
questioned if it would be of their interest to acquire a smartwatch
if it was possible to use similar writing technique.

Figure 2: Braille symbols for training letters and full sentence.
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3.4

Participants

Seven specialist participants volunteered for the experiments, four
men and three woman, ranging in age from 38 to 61 years old
(mean age 45). Four of the participants were born blind, learning
Braille during their childhood. One participant lost sight during
teenagers. The two remaining gradually lost sight during their
twenties, and also learned Braille even though their use is less
intensive than previously mentioned. Two are Braille teachers, four
are public agents and one is a bank employee. Every participant uses
smartphones during their daily routine with screenreaders. Two
participants occasionally make use of onscreen Braille keyboard
present on iPhone. Only one had access to smartwatches before,
but without exploring all of its features, as it lacks of accessibility.
Tests were applied individually and lasted around two hours each.

3.5

Materials

Our prototypes were tested on a ASUS ZenWatch2 005R. This smartwatch has a built-in speaker and is running WearOS 2.0. Overall
watch face is 49.6 x 40.7mm, but the screen itself, or the clickable
area is a square touchscreen asymmetrically positioned over the
face, with 320x320 pixels (∼ 42.5% screen-to-body ratio).

4

EVALUATION

Following is our objective results and information from interviews.

4.1

Prototypes evaluation

After interacting with each of the prototypes, participants gave a
score, which is summarized on Figure 3(a), a chart for mean and
standard deviation. To avoid any assumption about normality of
data, a Kruskal-Wallis test (Chi-Squared) was conducted with 5% of
significance and shows significant statistical difference among the
five groups (Chi−Sq = 15.78, p = 0.0033). A multiple comparing test
was performed with Tukey-Kramer test and its result is presented
in Figure 3(b). We can observe that Perkins has no intersection with
Connect and Swipe, but it has some intersection to methods Touch
and Serial. The others methods has some intersection among them,
however, it is very small between Swipe and Serial.
At the end of the experiment, prototypes are ranked, from most
preferred to less approved. Figure 3(c) shows this preference order.
Both analysis result on Connect method as the most approved.
Next we discuss in detail how the evaluation went with each
prototype, considering the answers achieved from the questions.
Touch: Touch proved to be simple and basic to understand, being reported as easy to learn. Its success depends mostly of user
habituating with dots disposition on screen. Confirmation of composed Braille cell using double tap action, although, did challenged
some users, it should be performed on the middle area, outside of
any button and with a short timeout between taps.
Swipe: The success of this prototype had strong dependence
on the participant ability to perform the swipe gestures. Some
users tend to begin their gestures outside of the clickable area
of screen, which would lead to detection errors. This resulted on
very mixed feelings on method (Figure 3(c)), being approved by a
group, and reproved particularly by one participant who gave up its
experiment with it. Those who approved found it interesting, but
admit a need for practice to remember the directions. The interest
on the prototype seems to overcome it’s slow speed, causing some
users to even prefer it over Touch.
Connect: Had the approval of the majority of participants, even
though they performed in different ways. Some composed the

braille cell tracing from one dot to the other. Other participants
preferred to compose cell with the possibility of typing in a similar
fashion of Touch method, but relying on the timeout for confirmation. A low error occurrence improved satisfaction with the
prototype. It was noticed, though, that once activated one dot, it
could not be deactivated by tracing back to its region, a feature that
was requested upfront. Most participants affirm that with more
time for practice, they would master this method, and type quickly.
Serial: Serial was complex to explain for most users. We point
out two reasons. Firstly, as noticed by a couple of participants, there
is no clear feedback to indicate which of the three lines is being
composed, even though there is a sound indicating the line change.
The cursor moves automatically to next line, but accidental click or
swipe could have happened. Secondly, the idea of composing line
by line may not be really intuitive to every blind user, as it goes
against the numerical order of the cell, which works column by
column. One user did enjoyed this method, being able to quickly
use it, but we argue that she uses Braille less than the others.
Perkins: Already addressing one of Serial problems, Perkins
strategy of inserting a cell column by column was well received
by participants. However, more diverse interaction strategies are
needed, such as two fingers click combinations, swipe up and down,
which brings more complexity. It also presented issues, as the lack
of clear feedback for which column is being composed and bad
detection of two-finger clicks. Users need to have a good notion
of the clickable space on screen to confidently press both fingers
in acceptable positions. This lead to the worst performance of all
methods, resulting in frustrations and one withdrawal.

4.2

Extra features evaluation

Vibration patterns per dot were considered of few utility for all
participants. Most of them was not able to identify dot’s number
according only to the vibration, specially for values greater than 3.
It was consensus that vibrations had time gaps too short to allow
clear distinction and could be annoying. One participant, though,
highlights that it could allow minimum feedback in some contexts
where audio usage is not possible. Due to its disapproval, this feature
was left turned off during the prototypes evaluation.
Multi frequence dual tone feedback was scored with mean
3.86 (SD 1.34). Overall participants argue that it’s usability for distinguishing the state of a button (deactivating dots does not emit
any sound, only the standard haptic feedback). It does provide a
familiar experience to old keypads. Notwithstanding, none of the
participants declares it would be enough to identify which of the
dots was activated according only to the sound. This is why one of
the participants gave up this method a very low score, even though
he approved its use. After experiencing this feature, all participants
opted for keeping it activated during the evaluation.
Screen rotation scored a mean of 4.29 (SD 0.76). It was agreed
among participants as an optional feature, as it only changes the
position in which watch has to be hold, but its evaluation raised
a much more important discussion regarding braille dot layout,
which will be explained during next session. After experiencing it,
two of the participants opted for keeping screen rotated.

5

DISCUSSION

We discuss some highlighted analysis during experiments.
One of our main concerns was if users would be able to familiarize themselves with the proposed layout, in a way that they could
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Figure 3: Results of Prototype Evaluation.
feel secure to perform clicks even without literal dot number pronunciation. This was proven feasible, as in both Touch and Connect
methods, a few minutes of practice lead participants to a comfortable experience. There are, however, challenges, such as the fact
that the face of the device used has a considerable area which is
non-clickable. This is unperceptive for blind users, which lead to
some confusion on whether the bottom or top part of the screen
were actually being pressed. Some participants suggested the use of
markers on this areas to overcome this issue, which could be done
with a 3D printed surface, as in [27]. It is, still a hardware-specific
issue, as other watches have thinner or zero border.
However, having a spatial awareness of where each dot is on
screen may not be enough to provide a good typing experience. As
it was reported during the screen rotation evaluation, dots layout
is a key feature for users. We forced participants to work with only
one disposition: first column 1-2-3 and second column 4-5-6, from
top to bottom. Three participants, although, argued that they would
prefer to have 4-5-6 on the first column and 1-2-3 on the second, as
this is the order used with slate and stylus, the common method
for writing Braille on paper. This affects those literate on Braille
from childhood. Two participants asked for a different layout: 3-2-1
on first column, 6-5-4 on the second, due to their use of the Perkins
machine and Braille keyboards on smartphones that had this layout
(the work on [28] seems to inspire these methods). For such insights,
we believe user should be able to decide which layout makes more
sense to its Braille composition.
Swipe gestures were proved to work well with a group of participants, but not so well with others. We analyze that the way some
participants swiped was slower and applied more pressure, possibly
a consequence of their use of hands for overall tactile feedback in
daily routine. This, added to the fact that many times the gesture
begun on the non-clickable area of the watch, could be the cause
of the lack of detection. Due to that, we now believe that swipe
gestures on watch face should assume more secondary actions.
Our evaluation achieved its objective. Many of the proposed
methods seemed interesting from upfront, but once confronted with
real users, a better idea of what is or not useful could be obtained.
For such task as text entry, complex methods as Serial and Perkins
did not work well. As result, Connect and Touch received more
positive feedback, being simple to understand and providing fast
input once user is secure with layout.

While interacting with prototypes, participants were extremely
sincere on exposing their frustrations and excitements. One participant in particular affirms that he feel secure to type with Connect
even faster than how he currently types with QWERTY on smartphones. Every participant responded that they would use one of this
methods if they had a smartwatch, mostly complementary to voice
messages. The necessity of a smartwatch was contested by two
participants, which could not see yet sufficient reason to buy one.
It was unanimous the support for developing a Braille alternative
for text entry on considering both daily use and education.

6

FUTURE WORK

Future work plans on addressing current issues and attend to suggestions, such as the aforementioned custom dot layout disposition.
For the best ranked prototypes, we are working on expand their
functionality including character erasing, word and character navigation, shortcuts and orthographic corrections. A natural path to
take is to provide suggestions to users based on a word model. We
aim to conduct a more extensive user study, with more participants
and other known input methods to compare efficiency and efficacy.

7

CONCLUSION

In this study we explore different interaction methods for blind
people to write Braille in a smartwatch. Five different prototypes
were evaluated and three extra features were implemented for complementing the interactions. Seven specialists participated on the
experiment, providing qualitative feedback on the proposed methods. Three of the prototypes were considered acceptable for future
evaluation: Connect, Touch and Swipe. Among the extra features,
dual tone generator and screen rotation were elected useful.
We believe the discussion here made can be important not only
to the extension of our project but also for other researches that
aim for alternatives on text entry in smartwatches for blind people.
Hopefully we can find solutions that truly attend to these users,
and provide them power to make use of new technology.
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